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OCTOBER General Meeting
The Beachcombers General Meeting and AGM
will be held on
TUESDAY 19th OCTOBER 2021 at the

Alexander Bar & Bistro
322 Alexander Drive
Ballajura, Western Australia 6066
The meeting commences at 7.30pm
A $2.00 door entry fee puts you in the running for the
lucky number prize draw.

UPCOMING EVENTS

OCTOBER GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 19TH of OCTOBER7.30PM

OCTOBER FIELD DAY – 23

RD

OCTOBER AUSTEN LAKES, SOUTH

YUNDERUP

DRYCASTING

1ST of NOVEMBER 2021 – Kings Meadow – 8.30am – TO BE

CONFIRMED

NOVEMBER GENERAL MEETING

– TUESDAY 16TH 2021 –

7.30pm

NOVEMBER FIELD DAY

20th & 21st NOVEMBER PEEL/HARVEY

INLET

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
SAFARI

Venue 2021
Go Anywhere
Dawesville Cut to Bunbury Cut
Reef Beach
Bluff Creek
Cervantes/Sandy Cape
Port Gregory/Kalbarri
Open - Anywhere
Open - Anywhere
Reef Beach to Bluff Creek
Freshwater
Peel/Harvey
Open - Anywhere
East of Esperance – for discussion

Date 2021
23 – 26 January
20th and 21st February
27th & 28th Feb, 1st March
2nd – 5th April (Easter LWE)
22nd & 23rd May
5th – 7th June (LWE)
24th and 25th July
21st and 22nd August
25th – 27th Sept (LWE)
23rd and 24th October
20th and 21st November
11th and 12th December
rd

th

Details for the
OCTOBER 2021 Field Day
AUSTEN LAKES SOUTH YUNDERUP
Dates: OCTOBER 23RD
Boundaries: AT AUSTEN LAKES AS DIRECTED ON THE DAY BY THE FDO,.
Sign on: 8.15AM
Field Day Fees: $10 for family and $5 for single by ETF to the Beachcombers Bank Account.
BSB: 016-353 ACC: 2016-80815 Please included who its from and what its for EG “july 2021 FD
$10 fees for Joe, Joan & Jeff Bloggs”. And then notify the FDO of payment.
No payment = no points
Lines down: 9AM
LINES UP 2PM
Sign off: 2.30 PM
Any Questions: ring the FDO: KEN on 0401839741 or email kenhowells@outlook.com
NOTE: Please let the FDO by 8.00pm Thursday 21st
if you intend to attend this Field Day.
Our default UHF radio Channel is 10

Cool drinks and water will be available $1 each

Dry Casting Event –Monday 1ST of NOVEMBER
2021
To be confirmed
The Beachcombers Angling & Boating Club of WA will be
holding a Dry Casting event/competition on
1ST of NOVEMBER 2021
at Kings Meadow Polo Ground,
Meadow Street, Guildford.
Start time will be 8.30am
Family - $10.00
Single - $5.00
Events will be: 56gram
Artificial Bait
112 gram
Double and Single Hand Accuracy

All members and visitors are welcome!

. Australian Damper

Ingredients:
450 grams flour, self-raising
¼ teaspoon salt
180 ml milk (if too dry, add a bit more)
1 teaspoon sugar, caster
80 grams butter, chilled
(extra flour, if needed)
Method:
Mix the flour, salt and sugar together into a bowl.
Rub the butter into the flour with your fingertips until it looks like fine breadcrumbs.
Add milk slowly and mix to form a soft dough.
Knead lightly on a floured board until smooth. Shape into a round loaf, brush with milk and cut a cross in
the top surface of the dough.
Grease tin foil and dust with flour. Add bread dough and wrap it.
Place in the coals of the BBQ and let it bake for about 30 minutes.
Note:
To test if it’s done, tap on the loaf and it should sound hollow. Cut into moderately thick slices and serve
while still warm. Top with butter, golden syrup or your favourite jam.
Variations:
You can add a variety of ingredients to damper for a different flavour. For example, add desiccated
coconut, cinnamon, sultanas and extra sugar for a sweeter damper. PERSONALLY HAVE ADDED TINS OF
BLUEBERRIES TO THE MIX AS A VARIATION ‘’GOES GREAT WTH VODKA PRUNE AND CREAM WITH DRAMBUI
POURED OVER THE TOP

Field Day Sections up to and including September

Section
Longest Scale Fish (1st Six Months)
Longest Scale Fish (2nd Six Months)
Most Meritous Fish

Angler
Malcolm Harris(V)
Mark Hansen

Species
Salmon
Salmon

3

Longest Shark

Malcolm Harris(V)

Ray

96

4
5
6

Longest Mulloway
Longest Tailor
Longest Salmon

Bruce Davies
Malcolm Harris(V)

Tailor
Salmon

45
78

7

Longest Skipjack Trevally

Malcolm Harris(V)

skippy

37

8

Longest Mackerel

1A
1B
2

9

Longest Pike

Ron Thomas

Pike

10

Longest bag of Scale Fish caught from shore

Mark Hansen

Mixed Bag

11

Longest bag of Scale Fish caught from a boat

Length (cm)
78
30

30
2176

12

Most species measured on a field day

Mark Hansen

Mixed Bag

10

13

Most number of fish measured on a field day

Mark Hansen

Mixed Bag

107

14

Longest fish on a S/H Rod 4.5 kg b/s line (max)

Mark Hansen

Skippy

32

R.I.P
MARK NURSE WILL FOREVER BE IN OUR HEARTS
FOREVER AND BE SO SADLY MISSED.. REST IN PEACE
GOOD FRIEND

September 2021 Field day Report
Mark, Wendy and Dougie arrived at Bluff Creek
at noon on Saturday meeting up with Greg Walker.
The beach had been washed away over winter by
storms, but the sand was starting to return , however
it was very soft. The creek into the campsite had run
very full and deepened so much that it couldn’t be
safe crossed at the camp, so a slight change of track
was required. We went to the eastern rocks and to
where Mark Nurse’s plaque is. The swell was too high
to fish so went back to where the rocks meet the

beach, here I caught 6 herring and two salmon. On
Sunday the conditions were a bit better enabling fish
on the rocks but there was no fish caught.
Mark Hansen
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September 2021 Field Day Results
Top Ten up to September

1

Mark Hansen

Name

Total
Points
798

longest

Herring
Salmon

species

Rank

Angler

Statistics & Lengths
fish

2

0.22
0.30
totals

Angler

Total Points

1
2
3

Mark Hansen
Bruce Davies
Malcolm Harris (Visitor)

15192
12928
5692

4

Ron Thomas

4042

5
6
6

Michelle Walker
Brian Burgess
Ken Howells

1180
10
10

6

Morris Kolman

10

metres

8

number

Rank

Top One for September

1.82

metres

6
2
8

1.24
0.58
1.82

Clubperson of the Year Sections for September
Section

Angler

Species

Length (cm)

Best Scale Fish

Mark Hansen

Salmon

30

Best Bag of Scale Fish

Mark Hansen

Mixed Bag

182
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SUMMER FISHING

Summer time is the prime time to be out and about fishing. It is a great recreational pursuit and can be
done in the shallow waters of our estuaries and protected coastal waters throughout Western Australia. All
you will need is either a light spinning outfit, a handful of bait or half a dozen lures and you can spend a
couple of hours relaxing and enjoying what is on offer in the great outdoors. There's always a lot more to
see than just fish. Here are a few basic ideas to help you, and your family and your friends enjoy some
quality time during the summer period.
I love this time of the year, it means days at the beach, or wandering along the banks of a river or stream or
tossing lures at bream, flathead, whiting or herring along a beach or estuary. Generally this time of the year
can be fairly hectic, with lots of people on holidays and all looking to catch a few fish. As a result of these
crowds, it requires a little forward thinking and planning. The answer is quite simple, get an alarm clock and
set it for an early start. The sun is generally up just after 5:00 AM and this means it is fairly light at around
4:30 AM. Get out of bed and get going. You can sleep through the middle, and hottest part of the day, as
this will allow you get out and fish the sunset and early evening hours. The Spanish were right - siesta time
is for sleeping. It also means at this time of the day; you generally have the waters to yourself. Also, there is
generally less traffic about and as a consequence a lot less noise from both road and boat traffic.
It is a great time of the day to be out and wading the flats. Watching the sun rise is something special as it
heralds a brand-new day, doing it while fishing makes it even more special. Prior to getting out and going
fishing, reading the tide charts will also assist when fishing these areas as it will determine which way the
water will be flowing in an estuary. Wading the shallows adjacent to a drop off into a channel where there
is deeper water and casting into the flow will bring your lure or bait over fish who are waiting in ambush.
Look for some structure to work around as well, as these will provide shelter, and protection for these
predators as well as cause a slight back eddy in the current which means that fish won’t have to work as
hard to hold station. A bridge or jetty pylon causes the water to flow either side of it and creates a small
eddy behind it away from the current flow; this is where a fish will hold ‘station’ to take any offerings that
the tide brings down to it.
Most anglers will generally target the common species found in these locations such as Australian herring,
bream, flathead and whiting. All of them will readily take lures as well as a well presented bait. The list of
species available in various locations is not just limited to these species. Depending upon your location,
there are a host of other suitable species that will readily take a well presented lure or bait. Just think a
little and decide on a target species and give it a go. If you are new to the area and not sure of the species
available, check with the local tackle outlet as they should have all the information and a selection of
suitable lures and fresh bait.
If we take a closer look at the four species listed above, most anglers should be able to capture them
readily using light spin outfits. Rods only need to be around 1.8 m in length and rated around 2 - 4 kg. I
would recommend using a good quality 4 kg nylon line and a short length of fluorocarbon leader on a small
spinning reel that holds around 150 - 250 m of line.
Choice of lures is up to the angler, but I prefer to use blade style lures of 3.5 - 5 g. Soft plastic lures are also
the anglers choice but small lures on light jig heads are preferred. For those fishing with bait, use a simple
rig using small rolling swivels with a sinker above it and a gang of small hooks suitable for white bait about
30 cm blow the sinker. An alternative rig is a double paternoster rig where a small sinker is placed at the
bottom of the rig on loop, and two small gangs of hooks are placed around 30 - 40 cm apart above the
sinker. Small gangs are baited with whitebait, blue sardines or strips of fish flesh. The size of the sinker will

depend on local conditions and be heavy enough to keep the baits on or near the bottom. In shallow water
this means around 15 - 20 g.
Flathead are found in most west coast estuaries and along most of our beaches and are camouflage
experts. As their name indicates, they are a flat fish (and you can read flounder in lieu of flathead when
fishing in estuaries as well) These fish are bottom-dwelling ambush experts who wait for a meal to come to
them, so the ideal angling strategy is to keep your bait or lure near the bottom. At this time of the year a lot
of anglers are successfully targeting flathead using lures. These include both hard bodied and soft plastic
lures. I have a personal preference for metal blade lures, but also use soft plastics around 7 - 10 cm long as
well. An alternative bait rig is to use a small bean sinker rigged just above a small swivel with a short 50 - 75
cm length of fluorocarbon leader of around 6 - 8 kg. The main line is generally 2 - 3 kg nylon as flathead
have very small fine
teeth and they will shake their head vigorously which will shred fine line very quickly, hence the need for
the leader.
Whiting are becoming a very popular fish to target with lures. Most people assume that they are a fairly
docile species but don’t be fooled - they are super aggressive when it come to food. A small 3 - 5 cm popper
style lure that is skipped across the surface and looking like a prawn will be attacked fairly readily. Also
don’t be fooled by the size of whiting that are often taken as a by catch on beaches. These little bait
thieves’ big brothers are out there and only achieve their size by being smart. I have seen whiting of almost
500 g caught in the Swan River on the sand flats in the lower reaches regularly. Both baits and a variety of
lures have been successful.
Fishing for them with bait I recommend the use of small size 4 - 6 circle hooks with pieces of prawn skinned
octopus or squid. Rigs are as described above; sinker size is dependent on current flow and water depth.
Just use a sinker big enough to keep the baits near or on the bottom.
When fishing for whiting in shallow water using lures, keep the lure moving. Don’t pause or stop as this will
put the fish off. They are seeing the lure as a fleeing prawn and will readily attack it, so keep the lure
moving.
Australian herring are found around the southern area of the state and are also another species that can be
regularly taken on a lure or bait. Traditionally blowfly larvae or ‘wogs’ are the bait for herring, however any
small pieces of octopus, squid, prawn or fish flesh will work. Rigs are as described above and can provide
kids of all ages with hours of fun when fishing for them.
Most small lures, either hard or soft body, as well as metal slices work, for this species. Again the outfit
described above will work and the use of a short fluorocarbon leader will assist if a larger salmon or tailor
takes a lure meant for a herring.
It is a similar story for black bream in estuaries. They will readily take a variety of both soft and hard bodied
lures as well as baits. Lures can be bibbed diving lures as well as poppers and soft plastics rigged on a small
jig head.
Again, think outside the square when it comes to bait fishing. Bream dine out on small crabs, fresh mussels,
prawns and shrimp so it stands to reason to use these baits when fishing for bream. White bait, prawns and
octopus and squid will also work on occasions.
When it comes to fishing for bream in estuaries most anglers make the mistake of throwing their lure or
bait too far. Bream like to shelter where the water is a little more to their liking, where they are not going
to be harassed by predators, and where they can get a feed. This means that they are generally found
under over hanging trees and in locations where there is some cover.

Lure techniques when fishing for bream are different to that for whiting. When retrieving the lure pause for
a short period then start winding again at a steady rate then pause for a second or two then go again. Don’t
be surprised if you pick up a flathead when using this technique as it works for them as well.
Another species that you may pick up along our sandy beaches or in the estuaries is the tarwhine. This
species is a cousin of the snapper and bream and so the same rigs and methods can be used.
When wading the flats in an estuary or on the open beach, walk slowly and cast ahead as you go. Look for
any likely structure and give each area where there is some structure, several casts as just one cast won’t
always catch a fish.
One of the beauties of this style of fishing is that there is a lot more to see than just the fish. There are
other marine creatures as well as a variety of sea birds, a variety of crustacea and some spectacular
scenery.
Essential gear for this style of fishing includes a broad brimmed hat, a good quality SPF 35 + sunscreen, long
sleeved shirt, and shoes suitable for wading. Don’t forget that cobbler also inhabit this water and can give
you a nasty sting should you not be wearing suitable footwear. Another vital piece of equipment is a good
pair of polarizing sunglasses. A good pair of glasses will open up a whole new world underwater to you and
are an absolute necessity if you are to see the fish you are looking for.
One alternative style of fishing that has not been mentioned here is that of fly fishing. All of the species are
suitable candidates for this form of fishing. It is a very therapeutic way of fishing and can become very
addictive. Almost any species that can be taken using bait can be caught on a fly. Anglers do not need to
spend large amounts of cash on a starter outfit. A simple 2.5 m #7 - 8 rod with a Weight Forward (WF 7 - 8)
floating line, a suitable reel and a selection of flies will set an angler up for the species listed above. Any
good tackle shop that has staff that specialize in fly
fishing will be able to help an interested angler.
There is only one rule that applies to summer fishing. - have fun and enjoy yourself. It is a great way to
spend time out with family and friends and the early mornings and evenings spent on our waters are
something special. The added bonus of such an outing is that you may get to eat a feed of fresh fish. Don’t
procrastinate, get organized and get out and go fishing this summer and take the family.

y.

Filleting Challenge
If you think you know pretty much all there is to know about filleting then I suggest you check out this
website and you’ll see how much you still have to learn. Konway Challis and Rick Knight put together this
how-to-fillet website that offers dozens of videos covering the different types of knives, the different
techniques, the different species and how to make the most out of each fish when filleting. It’s surprising
how much fish we waste if we’re not doing it well.
We offer a comprehensive library of easy to follow video tutorials to teach you how to fillet a fish as well as
lessons on skinning, pin-boning and more.
o
o
o
o
o

All videos can be watched FREE of charge
Created by professional fish filleters
Locally caught Australian species
Beginner to advanced filleting styles
Learning how to fillet a fish has never been easier!

Our video lessons are perfect for recreational fishers, chefs or anyone who wants to learn how to fillet a
https://www.filletfish.com.au/fish cleanly with good recovery

PRISON ESCAPEE:
A man escapes from prison where he has been for 15 years. He breaks into a house to look for
money and guns and finds a young couple in bed.
He orders the guy out of bed and ties him to a chair, while tying the girl to the bed. He gets on to
of her, kisses her neck, then gets up and goes to the bathroom. While he`s in there the Husband
tells his Wife:
“Listens this guys an escaped convict, look at his clothes! He`s probably spent lots of time in Jail
and hasn`t seen a woman in a long time. I saw how he kissed your neck. If he wants sex, don`t
resist, don`t complain and do whatever he tells you. Satisfy him no matter how much he nauseates
you. This guy is probably very dangerous. If he get`s angry he`ll kill us. Be strong Honey. I love you”
To which his Wife responds. “He wasn`t kissing my neck. He was whispering in my ear. He told me
he was Gay, thought you were very cute and asked if we had any Vaseline. I told him it was in the
Bathroom. Be strong Honey. I love you too!!”

